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**Synopsis**

Discover all you can do with UNIX Shell Programming, the easy way -- and get exclusive access to an up-to-the-minute Web-based training site! Learn what shell programming is good for -- and how to choose the right shell for your needs. Learn how to customize the command line; build basic scripts; execute internal and external commands; use token splitting, environment and shell variables. Master techniques for parameter and command substitution; filename expansion and pattern matching; I/O; testing; expression evaluation, and much more. The accompanying Web site includes a Virtual Study Lounge where you can meet authors and other users; interactive testing modules that offer instant feedback; bonus projects and solutions; updates, new info, feedback areas and more.
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**Customer Reviews**

The Interactive Workbook is a great idea. So many computer books are VERY dry. Hands-on is, of course, the best way to learn. This is a great learning tool. Also, it serves as a great reference for later use. I truly recommend it!

The interactive workbook is a good idea. But it seems the author went out of his way to make this as dull as possible. 90% of the book is about functions with basically the same examples again and again. It’s boring and dry. A week after I bought it I put it on my shelf and it’s now collecting dust.
Big font, much bigger than needed. Does not cover the concepts in detail. The examples are boring. It's very difficult to move to the next page. There are much better books out there.